SPIRITUAL DIRECTION: ETHICS AND SUPERVISION
Wisdom without compassion is cold w*dom. Compassion without w*dom is idiot
Buddhist proverb
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THE ETHICAL SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR:
7. Protects the client's dignity, confidentiality, and self-determination
2. Operates within the limitations of their training and expertise
3. Maintains healthy boundaries with clients
a. Non-exploitation: the client does not exist to meet your needs
relational, egoic, spiritual, sexual, or other needs
b. Dual Relationships: the dilemmas
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emotional,

THE TWO QUESTIONS TO KEEP ASKING YOURSELF: (again, and again, and againJ
1. ABOUT

THE CLIENT:

2.ABOUTYOURSELF

MAINTAINING AN ETHICAL STANCE -THE ROLE OF SUPERVISION AND CONSULTATION:

HANDOUT. Supervision in Spiritual Direction
Super - vision

Illumination and practical information
Support on multiple levels
A Case Study to consider

Ways to benefit from supervision
When we are motivated by compassion and wisdom, the results of our actions benefit everyone, not
just our individual selves or some immediate convenience. When we are able to recognize and forgive
ignorant actions of the past we gain strength to constructively solve the problems of the present."
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Dalai Lama XIV
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Brief Case Study of Spiritual Direction, Supervision, and Consultation
Jamie and Chris

Content area: Barriers to client's wholeness, obstacles to experiencing the sacred, impediments
to loving relationships, loss of freedom, client resistance, director's inability to confront problem
areas, indications of substance abuse, unconscious collusion between director and client.

1.

Spiritual Direction. Spiritual director, Jaime, has been working with client, Chris, for
several months. faime experiences a unease about areas Chris touches on, then quickly
moves away from. Chris glosses over current problems, choosing to define them as
temporary or the fault of others. There's a family history of alcoholism Chris mentioned
early on but avoids discussing further. Several areas of life seemed under stress. Chris
alludes to rebukes from employeq quarrels with loved ones, and vague periods of illness.
Chris seems to be more and more isolated. Chris seems unaware how often drinking
comes up in conversation. If Jamie comments, Chris quickly changes the subject. Jamie
is uneasily aware of feeling blocked and unwilling to confront. There are blank periods
Chris won't explain. Chris's comments about spirituality seem trite: produced to placate
Jamie. When invited to talk about current experience of the sacred, Chris responds with
unconvincing platitudes.
Jamie experiences the spiritual direction relationship as superficial, even unreal, and
obsesses about what's wrong. When invited to explore areas of challenge and blessing,
Chris is hostile. When Jamie presses further, Chris withdraws and becomes reluctant to
keep their scheduled times. Jamie has a family history with an alcoholic parent. As a
teenager, Jamie operated as the "Family Hero." The Family Hero is the child who "overfunctions:" excelling in the outer world, while hiding family dysfunction from others, and
taking on increasing responsibility to cover for the chaos at home.

2.

Supervision: Jamie becomes aware that much in the current scenario needs to be brought
to supervision. As a committed professional, Jamie understands that areas where the
director is "unfree" need outside help. Rather than give in to old patterns of overfunctioning while hiding the problem, Jamie realizes the ethical, responsible thing is
bring the case to supervision, where such things as old co-dependent patterns, collusion,
denial, projection, tansference, and counter-transference can be brought to light.
Jamie experiences considerable anxiety and embarrassment as the supervision time nears.
It's difficult to resist old patterns of denying problems. Jamie's tempted to cancel the
session. In addition Jamie struggles with shame: a sense that confusion, much less
failure, is so humiliating, it's to be avoided at all costs. Then Jamie realizes those
feelings need to be named in supervision, along with everything else.

Question: What do you think happens at the supervision session?
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